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Abstract

Speech rhythm has been investigated from phonetic, phonolog-
ical and signal processing perspectives, leading to a wide range
of non–comparable methodologies. We assume that this is be-
cause speech rhythm is an emergent phenomenon (Emergent
Rhythm Theory), due to many ‘hidden’ physiological and other
factors, and that specialists make different selections from these
factors. We also claim that models proposed so far are rela-
tively arbitrary, and that their formal and empirical similarities
and differences are not clarified. Although we accept Emergent
Rhythm Theory, we acknowledge that it is currently too com-
plex and inexplicit to be falsifiable, and concentrate on more
highly constrained Physical Rhythm Theory approaches. We
propose a set of explicanda for Physical Rhythm Theories, and
formally and empirically compare selected single–parameter
physical rhythm measures. We find that the selected measures
show a very low degree of similarity and outline the steps nec-
essary to improve the situation.

1. Introduction
In the present study we note that speech rhythm has been in-
vestigated from many perspectives, including those of pho-
netics, phonology, signal processing and discourse analysis,
with a wide range of non–comparable methodologies and di-
vergent results. We claim that this is partly due to to the
character of speech rhythm as an emergent phenomenon due
to many ‘hidden’ factors, not just physical (Emergent Rhythm
Theory, ERT), that specialists make different selections from
these factors, that the modelling conventions used in the lit-
erature are not sufficiently explicit, that formal and empirical
similarities and differences between rhythm models remainun-
clear, and that measures proposed so far are relatively arbitrary
and unrelated. We therefore compare selected rhythm mod-
els empirically, starting with basic single–parameter Physical
Rhythm Theories (PRT) [1], [2], [3], and outline a research pro-
gramme for comparison of stepwise more complex theories, us-
ing a corpus–linguistic technique which we term ‘annotation–
mining’. Section 2 briefly discusses the background of ERT and
PRT, and introduces explicit modelling conventions for rhythm.
Section 3 outlines the basic formal properties of a selection of
PRT models and reports on an empirical comparison of the se-
lected models. Section 4 discusses the results, followed bythe
conclusion and outlook in Section 5.

2. Physical cues and emergent rhythm
Our goal is to compare models of rhythm with the aim of finding
formal and empirical evaluation criteria for these models.In the
first instance we are do not ask whether a model is ‘correct’ or
‘better’ than other models; we just aim to examine the formal
and empirical similarity of models.

2.1. Constraining rhythm models

For this purpose it is necessary to constrain views on rhythm.
Fundamentally, we hold the ERT view that rhythm is an emer-
gent perceptual construct based on the coordination of many
different temporal activities due to the interaction of a vari-
ety of different physiological and cognitive systems. A simple
analogy is found in ‘beat’ or ‘heterodyne‘ frequencies, (‘Tar-
tini overtones’ in violin technique): a third output frequency
is a function of the non–linear mixing of two input frequen-
cies. Similarly, linguistic approaches to rhythmic organisation,
particularly Metrical Phonology, combine syntactic structure,
readjustment rules and grid constraints, potentially alsoseman-
tic and pragmatic focus and discourse constraints:rhythm =
f(discourse, focus, syn, readj, grid, phon).

But because of its complexity and, overall, its inexplicit-
ness, we also assume that ERT is unlikely to become a falsi-
fiable theory in the near future, though entrainment and oscil-
lation theories [4], [5] show promise in this area. We therefore
constrain this approach by heuristically adopting the PRT stand-
point that there are indeed physical cues to rhythm (by no means
a necessary assumption):

1. The signal provides cues for synchronising with the con-
strained activities which produced it.

2. Cues to rhythmical organisation can be detected by dis-
tributional analysis of physical measurements.

3. But: careful subjective annotation approximates to a cri-
terion for emergent phenomena.

Even so, rhythm may also be an emergent function of phys-
ical cues for prominence/nonprominence alternation, suchas
syllable or foot structure, or a sonority criterion [6]. Conse-
quently we need still further constraints. We therefore lower
our sights again and examine PRT approaches in respect of for-
mal and empirical similarity, on the hypothesis that at least the
PRT models of rhythm will turn out to be formally and empiri-
cally quite similar. Rather than taking the line of [7], examining
subsyllabic units with a 2–parameter model, we concentrateon
1–parameter models applied to syllable structure alone.

The longer–term strategy is gradually to relax the con-
straints in a well–defined manner and define a model space in
which approaches to rhythm modelling are located. The results
are intended to be of direct use in the formal and empirical mod-
elling of timing, for theoretical purposes in linguistics and pho-
netics, but also for applications such as speech synthesis.

2.2. Modelling conventions for rhythm

Several recent PRT oriented studies have produced interest-
ing results for prosodic typology by applying different physi-
cal measures to temporally annotated signal data, in particular a
2–parameter [8], [7] and a 1–parameter [3] approach. Our inter-
est is also in comparing prosodic variation, both inter–language
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and intra–language, but in view of the innumerable degrees of
freedom in this task we start our model comparisons with a cor-
pus of highly constrained data [9] (though not as highly con-
strained as that of [5]). In addition we introduce an explicit set
of modelling conventions for developing and evaluating PRT
approaches:

Base unit: a finite trajectory through ann-dimensional param-
eter space (pitch, segment, syllable, foot sequence...).

Alternation: a dynamic, not flat base pattern trajectory, i.e.
traversal through at least two positions in the parameter
space (varying pitch pattern, CV syllable pattern, long–
short or strong–weak syllable foot pattern,...).

Iteration the base patternP must repeat with at least two oc-
currences:P P+, i.e. any of
{< P1, P2 >, < P1, P2, P3 >, ...}.

Isochrony : equal length of the base pattern, i.e.
|Pi| = |Pi+1|.

On this basis we examine a set of 1–parameter linear (non–
hierarchical) PRT measures of rhythm based on single measures
such as syllable or foot duration: two Global Linear Rhythm
Models (with no concept of local alternation and iteration), the
Pairwise Irregularity Measure (PIM) of [2], and the Percentage
Foot Deviation (PFD) model of [1] based on Mean Foot Length
(MFL), and one Local Linear Rhythm Model (with a concept
of local alternation and iteration), the Pairwise Variability In-
dex (PVI) of [3]. In [10], [11] it was found that the models are
all incomplete as PRT models; we summarise this in Figure 1
in terms of the modelling conventions introduced here. Effec-
tively, the models all turn out to be simply isochrony models
and the alternation and iteration criteria are not met.

The Rhythm Ratio (RR) of [12] is omitted because it is
known to be very similar to the PVI; the∆C × %V model
of [8] and the∆C × ∆V model of [7] are not investigated at
this stage because they operate in a 2–parameter space (C vs.V)
and are therefore not directly comparable. Hierarchical models
are also not included since suitable quantitative measureswhich
would provide a basis for the comparison are not defined.

3. Comparison of Linear Rhythm Models
In this section we compare Linear Rhythm models using
corpus–based empirical criteria [2], [1], [3]. To our knowledge,
no direct empirical comparison of these Linear Rhythm Models
is available.

3.1. The Brazilian Portuguese corpus

Rhythm and related issues in Brazilian Portuguese have been
studied relatively extensively (cf. [4], [13], [14] [15] [16]).
These studies consider the iterative and isochrony modelling
conventions of rhythm, without reference to other physical,
structural, semantic or pragmatic factors. The study by [9], is
a phonological study, and considers relevant and functional but
not not phonetic factors.

Part of the corpus due to [9] is used, consisting of sentences
read aloud. We deliberately chose this data type in order to
provide a ‘best case’ with a highly constrained type of data,a
similar strategy, in general terms, to that of [5], but with aless
artificial variety of speech.

The corpus is based on readings of 49 sentences that present
different syntactic structures: SV, SSV, SVO, SSVO, SSVOO,
SVOO, SSVAO, SS and SS (Scomp) V, where S = Subject, V
= Verb, O = Object, A = Adverb, SS = Simple Subject consti-
tuted by two elements (a substantive and an adjective, for in-
stance ‘o sofá preto’—‘the black sofa’), OO = an Only Object
constituted by two elements, SS and SS (Scomp) = complex
subject constituted by four elements (two substantives andtwo
adjectives, for example ‘o tatu russo e a abelha rainha’—‘the
Russian armadillo and the queen bee’). The sentences contain
transitive verbs, unaccusative verbs and unergative verbs, under
non–focus (neutral) conditions.

The sentences were produced by five educated (graduate)
female Brazilian speakers (age range 26 to 51 years) from dif-
ferent regions of Brazil: Rio de Janeiro city (Rio de Janeiro
State), São José do Rio Preto city (São Paulo State), Garc¸a city
(São Paulo State) and Itumbira city (Goiás State).

3.2. Method

In order to perform these comparisons on the Brazilian Por-
tuguese data as efficiently as possible (242 syllable–annotated
files in Praat notation), a suite of Unix scripts was implemented
with phonetic components (PIM, PFD, PVI) and statistical com-
ponents (mean, standard deviation, average deviation, correla-
tion).

In addition, we investigated the issue of variation in tempo-
ral rate in the corpus, which was the original motivation forthe
pairwise comparison criterion of the PVI [3] and the RR [12].
For this purpose we applied least squares regression analysis
individually to duration sequences in the sentence annotations,
starting with linear regression and then progressing if necessary
to more complex functions (in view of the fact that some of the
rhythm models are non–linear).

The following procedure was used:

Preprocessing: Extraction of syllable tier durations from Praat
annotation file.

Phonetic processing:Application of PIM, PFD and PVI al-
gorithms to duration sequences, separately for all five
speakers.

Single speaker analysis:Calculation of mean, standard devi-
ation, average deviation, for phonetic algorithm output.

Regression analysis:Calculation of slope of duration se-
quences for each speaker.

All speakers analysis: Calculation of overall values for all
speakers.



Table 2: Empirical comparison of Linear Rhythm Models.
Speaker mean sd av-dev PIM PFD PVI intercept slope

Bre 0.216512 0.0972989 0.0721281 4.52341 33.6465 50.0578 0.394149 0.00293441
MC 0.154891 0.0775258 0.0555343 4.52436 35.6848 46.4656 0.0686522 0.0203175
MR 0.211479 0.097132 0.0720969 4.09595 34.1894 45.3266 0.102436 0.02684
Sil 0.220721 0.106279 0.0800285 4.50612 36.6584 46.9615 0.0977527 0.0302151
Sim 0.201764 0.109419 0.0796148 5.39055 39.5387 51.8874 0.0663943 0.0333393

4. Results and discussion
Table 2 shows the mean duration values for speaker and each
measure. The table shows that all the measures are in general
comparable across speakers. Exceptions are

• the mean duration for speaker MC, whose speech rate
appears to be rather fast, if our data are accurate;

• the linear regression results for speaker Bre: intercept
(offset constant) and slope differ from the other values
by orders of magnitude.

In order to explain these differences, the signal and annotation
data need closer inspection than was possible for this study.

We interpret the extremely low slope values as indicating
that the speech tempo does not vary noticeably over the utter-
ances, which is not particularly surprising, since the utterances
are rather short single sentences. We conclude that the PVI (and
RR) local normalisation for speech tempo rate is unnecessary
for isochrony studies of highly constrained data of the reading–
aloud type.

Table 3 shows the correlations between each of the mea-
sures. It is striking that in most cases the correlation, either pos-
itive or negative, is quite low. The best correlations are, unsur-
prisingly, between the standard deviation and the average devi-
ation, which are formally very similar measures; both (likevari-
ance) have been used in other studies, but only one is needed.
Otherwise the ‘best’ correlations are found between the average
deviation and the PFD, then between mean and the PIM, and
then between the PFD and the PVI. For average deviation, PFD
and PVI, the similarities are presumably due to formal similar-
ities between the measures; how far this is true for the other
measures requires further analysis.

5. Conclusion and outlook
We defined a set of explicanda for rhythm models and evalu-
ated a set of PRT measures of rhythm (more accurately: of
isochrony) with respect to these explicanda. We operationalised
these models, applied them to Portuguese Brazilian data, and
obtained quantitative rhythm measures for each speaker and
model. In order to obtain a ‘best case’ result, we used a fairly
highly constrained corpus of read–aloud, systematically de-
signed sentences. The measures and their correlations for each
speaker and method were correlated. The procedure was per-
formed automatically, enabling a reasonably large amount of
processing to be performed efficiently. As already noted, the
methodology of this annotation mining study is not designed
to demonstrate whether one of the studies is ‘true’, or ‘better’
than one of the others, but to provide similarity criteria for a
comparison of the models relative to each other.

Our expectation was that since all studies claim to be inves-
tigating the isochrony dimension of rhythm, the results would
at least be in some way rather comparable. The correlation re-
sults show, however, that the measures are only weakly simi-
lar. There are large margins of unexplained variation. Since the

empirical variable, syllable duration, was held constant,and be-
haviour was rather similar across speakers, it could be expected
that the differences may be explained, basically, by the formal
properties of the models, some of which are non–linear in dif-
ferent ways.

Other studies examine duration properties of other units
such as the foot, or consonantal and vocalic syllable con-
stituents. The choice of alternation unit is not particularly im-
portant for this evaluation study, as our intention was to reduce
the number of empirical variables involved at this stage, and we
picked the syllable alone as a strategy for minimizing the num-
ber of variables as a first step, increasing complexity later. As
a basic alternation unit for the investigation of rhythm, itis of
course likely that the bare syllable is not always the best candi-
date; consonantal and vocalic sub–syllabic patterns [8], [7], and
the foot [1] also need to be examined.

We have established a basic schedule for comparing rhythm
models on the basis of their explicanda, their formal proper-
ties, and their empirical results. In order to explain the unex-
pected result that existing isochrony based rhythm models are
only weakly similar, further work is needed. We characterise
the required extended schedule as follows:

1. extension of the corpus;

2. application of the technique to other corpora, in particu-
lar to other languages;

3. investigation of 2–parameter (andn–parameter) Global
Linear Rhythm models such as [8], [7];

4. development of quantitative criteria for formally and
empirically comparing hierarchical models using the
annotation–mining method [10], [11];

5. examination of other alternation units such as consonan-
tal and vocalic sequences below the syllable level, foot
sequences above the syllable level, and the interactions
between these levels.

Currently we are prioritising items 1, 3 and 5 and concentrating
specifically on the definition of a valid model of alternation,
taking the oscillation and entrainment models of [4], [13],[14],
[5] and [17] into account.

We believe strongly that progress will be furthered best by
understanding the relations between rhythm models of various
kinds within the formal and empirical model space within which
they are located, and that the dimensionality of comparisons
within this model space needs to increase step by step in the
manner discussed in this contribution.
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Table 3: Correlation of measures for each speaker.
Speaker function sd av-dev PIM PFD PVI
Bre mean 0.0748831 0.118778 -0.846811 -0.42066 -0.267731

sd 0.907009 0.205994 0.77598 0.62168
avdev 0.143908 0.840816 0.676107
PIM 0.600022 0.42216
PFD 0.752826

MC mean 0.450368 .508914 -0.188575 0.235218 0.0711187
sd 0.917107 0.546764 0.890715 0.48838
avdev 0.551634 0.950961 0.535372
PIM 0.709551 0.542667
PFD 0.604984

MR mean 0.499709 0.514251 -0.776711 -0.153547 -0.0374781
sd 0.90425 -0.162971 0.6622 0.411336
avdev -0.223698 0.76285 0.400339
PIM 0.32755 0.296824
PFD 0.5007

Sil mean -0.0146212 0.0264243 -0.683822 -0.47013 -0.300565
sd 0.871596 0.134199 0.775744 0.443922
avdev 0.133069 0.861513 0.454513
PIM 0.486842 0.473204
PFD 0.572758

Sim mean 0.469375 .570693 -0.727528 -0.127606 -0.123911
sd 0.827847 -0.224215 0.61132 0.239266
avdev -0.256116 0.737965 0.285564
PIM 0.291293 0.287871
PFD 0.438312
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